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The Knight Game

Introdution

In this assignment you will be implementing the knight game, a hess-based variation of the

well known snake game. In the original snake game, a snake moves around a board attempting

to eat food without running into itself or the wall. In this variation of the game, the snake is

replaed by a hess knight whih must apture moving pawns instead of food.

The game is played on a grid board of varying size. The player ontrols a hess knight

whih moves in the standard way � two spaes in one diretion and one spae perpendiular,

forming an L (as shown by the blak arrow in the diagram). A number of pawns piees are also

present on the board, whih are randomly pre-determined (on reation of the game) to move

alternatively between two adjaent spaes, as shown in the diagram. Eah pawn thus moves

from a square A to its adjaent square, B, and then on the next move it moves bak to A and

so on. Thus, eah time the knight makes a move, eah of the pawns moves to its other position.

The goal of the game is for the knight to apture all of the pawn piees on the board.

Game De�nition

Figure 1: Knight game illustration

The above �gure illustrates the game. The green spaes indiate valid plaes for the knight

to move on its next turn. After the knight moves, the pawns move to their other position

as indiated by the red arrows. Piees are not allowed to move diagonally. The grey spaes

represent the border of the game. The knight annot enter the border, and pawns should be

on�gured in a way that they do not enter the border. To apture a pawn, the knight must
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move into the spae urrently oupied by that pawn or have a pawn move into the spae

urrently oupied by the knight. When a pawn is aptured, it is removed from the game. The

game ends when no pawns remain on the board.

Assignment Objetives

� Implement the knight game.

� Implement Breadth First Searh for the knight to play the game.

� Implement Depth First Searh for the knight to play the game.

� Implement A* Searh.

� Implement two (2) di�erent heuristis for the knight to play the game.

� Implement a third heuristi whih takes the average of the �rst two heuristis.

� Write a short report (no more than one (1) page) about the state spae of the game, and

about the hoie of your heuristis. Please bring a hard opy of this report with your

name and student number to your demo.

Questions

During the demo you should be prepared to disuss the following questions:

� Whih searh worked best?

� Whih heuristis did you use?

� Why did you hoose these heuristis?

� Does the ombination of the two heuristis work better or worse than they do individually?

� How well do the searhes work if you inrease the size of the board to 30x30 or 50x50?

� What e�et, if any, do senarios with more/less pawns have on the searh algorithms?

Bonus

The following items are onsidered as bonus. You should work on these if you have ompleted

the required objetives.

� Multiple knights work together to apture the pawns.

� The pawns move in a diretion that takes them away from the knight's starting spae,

instead of moving between just two adjaent spaes.

Tips

Don't spend too muh time on the graphis. A ommand line interfae is perfetly aeptable,

so long as it is readable. If the searh is slow, think about how you an optimize it, but your

�rst priority should be making sure that the searh atually works.
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